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Teiz Motorsports Ventura and
Tioga riding jackets
By Mitch Gitkind #153436 and Jim Soque #141644
A QUICK WEB SEARCH YIELDS OVER A

million listings for “motorcycle jacket” and
the typical issue of the BMW Owners News is
packed with ads for motorsports clothing, so
why does the world need a new outerwear
company right now? The answer is easy, says
Ghazi Farooq, Operations Manager of Teiz
Motorsports: “To solve problems.”
“I don’t make the general purpose equipment everyone else is producing.” he continues. “Consider our Tioga jacket. People who
wear black leather are so uncomfortable in
hot weather. Now, with our leather mesh,
they can look good and be comfortable.”
BMW Owners News recently had a
chance to check out the Tioga, along with
its cool weather textile cousin, the Ventura,
and learned about the origins of Teiz and its
refreshing business model.
Teiz (translates to “fast” in Farooq’s native
Pakistani dialect) was conceived in mid2008 but the company spent almost a year
refining designs before the first product hit
the market. “I know most competing equipment very well, what works and what
doesn’t. I spend half my day reading forums
for feedback regarding various products.”
It also helps Farooq has logged plenty of
time in the saddle himself, mainly touring
and off-road. Much of his street riding is
two-up with his fiancé, who is also part of
his design team.
The company’s product range comprises the Tioga and Ventura jackets mentioned above, along with the Camino, a
leather jacket with a removable thermal
liner. Also offered are four different riding
suits, two with textile shells and two
leather-covered. While focusing on gear
for men only right now, Farooq says a
women’s line is in progress.
Teiz brings their products to market with
three things in mind: quality, value, and customer service. Manufactured in Pakistan,
the apparel is made of the best available
components including high-performance
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Jim sports the Tioga
leather jacket.

ballistic nylon, top-grade cowhide, CE
approved armor, breathable waterproof liners, thermal layers, and reflective materials.
Hook and loop fasteners and waterproof
zippers are heavy-duty throughout.
“With our riding suits, we are doing what
the Miata did for convertible cars; making
them affordable to everyone. Who else
offers a one-piece leather riding suit?”
On the Teiz graphic-rich Web site Farooq
includes an FAQ section, links to forums
that discuss the equipment, and detailed
contact information. He connects with his
customer base through Facebook, LinkedIn,
and even Twitter. “We stand behind our
products. Customers won’t have to compromise on quality to save a bunch of money.
We offer free lifetime replacement parts on
all our gear. We want to improve our products based on what the customers want so
we welcome criticism and feedback.”
The focus on product evolution and customer service has the company primarily

selling through its Web site. “We do have a
couple of retail outlets so people can try out
the sizes in person,” he continues. “We prefer direct sales because that helps us keep
our prices low. It also allows me to know my
customers on a personal level.”

The Ventura and
Tioga jackets up close

We evaluated the leather mesh Tioga and
the textile Ventura both on and off the bike.
The first thing we noticed on opening the
FedEx boxes was the care that went into
shipping. Each jacket was packed in a zippered, heavy plastic garment bag emblazoned with the Teiz logo. The jackets came
complete with a strong plastic hanger (how
many times has your riding jacket fallen off
a flimsy one?) and were tagged with hang
cards explaining the technical features.
Unpacking the Tioga released the amazingly great smell of new leather. The black
hide mesh was elegant, and surrounded a

full synthetic mesh liner. For a warm summer day, we imagined the garment being
comfortable and ultimately ventilated,
and it offered nine different reflective
stripes discretely integrated into the classic styling. From 10 feet away, the Tioga
has a retro vibe—it could be a 60s or 70s
vintage jacket, but close up the perforated
leather, multiple vents, hook-and-loop
tabs, zippers, and reflective stripes declare
it as cutting edge.
Both jackets run accurately on size, with
one tester finding his usual size (large) was

On the bike

Since our testing took place in mid-winter
New England, the Ventura took the brunt of
on-bike testing, and performed admirably.
The jacket was easily donned, and once
adjusted fit snuggly yet allowed freedom of
movement.
On a drizzly, windswept 41 degree January day, the Ventura (with both inner layers
in place) was watertight and windproof,
even at 70 mph. The main front zipper and
placket system formed an impenetrable seal
and tissues left inside the chest pockets
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a perfect fit and the other finding the same
thing about the XL. The jackets offer adjustability at the neck, trunk, and sleeves so a
near-custom fit can be achieved within
minutes of trying the garment on. The
European style main zipper takes a little
getting used to, however, since it connects
left-to-right.
We chose the black color option in the
Tioga and also on the textile Ventura model.
The latter shared similar styling cues, but
expressed through a ballistic nylon shell
with two removable zippered layers underneath. Teiz calls the inner layer “Drench
Quench” and it’s breathable and waterproof.
Sandwiched between that and outer shell is
a 100 gram thermal layer. We found the
Ventura fairly easy to take apart and reassemble, certainly no worse than similar
“systems” offering this kind of versatility.
The Ventura also includes a lightweight
hood concealed neatly within the collar,
which came in handy when we tested it.

were completely dry after the ride.
In addition, the Ventura’s hood functioned amazingly well in the wet. Pulled up
under the helmet, it completely prevented
wind and rain from getting to the neck
from behind, and had no effect on the fit or
comfort of the jacket or the helmet.

Walking the walk

While researching this article, we ran into a
thread on a popular message board about
an experience with Teiz Motorsports. The
writer, who waited “a couple extra days” for
a jacket in a special size and color combination went on to say: “When the suit arrived,
there was a $15 Starbucks card in the box,
with a note thanking me for being patient.”
The next time you’re in the market for a
riding jacket or suit, Teiz is worth considering. The product line continues to be
refined and expanded, and the company’s
dedication to quality and customer support
seems outstanding.
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Replace the fragile
and often broken Paralever needle
bearings with these much more robust bronze
‘OILITE’ oil impregnated, self lubricating and
maintenance free bushings. Each kit is complete

for one bike with detailed instructions included.
Kits fit all 1988-2004 Paralever equipped 2-Valve
and 4-Valve Boxers, and K models.
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mobile phone into a
powerful fault code
reading device.
Now, read out and erase
your own fault codes.
Finally, take the
mystery out of the
electronic systems on
your modern BMW!
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